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RAYMOND GOINS GETS INSPIRED 

Furniture Maverick Raymond Goins reminisces of a time gone by with his newest design, the 

Namey Field Trestle Table.  The table is available in a palette of appropriate finishes, including 

the tobacco rubbed patina as shown.  Slightly rustic, yet beautifully shaped, the Namey Field 

Trestle Table can easily be disassembled and transported  to the locale of choice, leaving 

limitless opportunities for use.

Recapturing the charm of past society,  Raymond gives his musings on the inspiration behind 

this novel design:

“it is constructed of hand hewn, select 5 and 8 quarter  solid ash 

and is fully portable for your next riverside outing or for service as 

you watch the Offchurch Bury club play at Warwickshire in this year’s 

Prim Palmer Cup.  The Namey Field Trestle’s unique and original, 

notched,  slotted, and pegged design needs no tools to assemble…only 

the two tools God gave man….those tools that blissfully yet proudly 

pose upon your khaki clad hips, pinch the stem of your cognac filled 

vessel, and tighten the reins of “Little Girl’s” bridle…your two continentally 

sophisticated bare hands (or likely those of your trusted porter). 
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RAYMOND GOINS GETS INSPIRED

You will notice the dog eared trestle, legs, tension cross, and breadboarded 

top are all gleefully finished with a Raymond Goins’ time aged tobacco 

patina that has seen many warm summer eve’s under the Chestnut tree 

in Mumsy’s picketed, pastoral and westerly lit garden. Don’t mind Uncle’s 

cigarette burns or Auntie’s red wine stains….they are a tribute to the attention 

unwittingly paid as the froth mouthed thoroughbred geldings wistfully passed 

and devoted the earth to one final victory for the team.

So sit back…or atop… and enjoy the view, for at nightfall it is time to pack it on 

the Rover and return to the cottage at Chipping Camden.”

The Namey Field Trestle Table is full of character, with each table individually hand built and 

hand finished in Ray’s Atlanta studio.  For more inspiration (and the details), please contact 

Raymond Goins at 678.281.0559/ randi@rlgoins.com, or visit www.raymondgoins.com.
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